**CO-Series**

Models CO-200/250-MS

**Door Type:** Wood or Composite, Flat or Beveled

**Door Thickness:** 1½” (35 mm) – 2¾” (70 mm)

**Faceplate:** Square Corner, 1¼” (27 mm) or 1¼” (32 mm) wide

**Backsets:** 2¾” (70 mm)

---

**For Mortise Case Dimensions,** see Template L1

**For Mortise Strike Dimensions,** see Templates J918, J919, and J557

**Left Hand (LH) Door Shown**

---

**IMPORTANT -** It is critical to identify the interior and exterior sides of door in order to correctly locate the ¾” hole.

¾” (19) Dia. Hole x 1½” (38) Deep (for DPS*)

¾” (10) Dia. Hole in center of door at 45 degree angle (DPS wiring clearance channel)

¾” (19) Dia. Hole (for DPS*)

*DPS only required for 40 Function (Privacy)

---

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.
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